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t’s no secret that modern
electronics are becoming
increasingly complex as end
users demand faster, more powerful
and portable devices that do more, and
do it longer. To meet demand, package
complexity continues to spiral upward.
For the device manufacturer, this
increased complexity has the effect of
making it harder and harder to identify
the source of failures, and to hone costefficient process workflows that improve
quality and speed time to market of new
package designs.
An integral part of failure analysis
and advanced packaging process
development is imaging features that are
buried within complex 3D structures.
More and more often, in order to
obtain sufficient information, physical
destruction of the sample is required.
Sample destruction is generally
undesirable so there is a continuing need
for effective non-destructive imaging
methods. This article will provide an
overview of the evolution of 3D XRM
as a high-resolution non-destructive
imaging method and the increasing
role it will play in advanced packaging
applications. Two application areas
will be highlighted: failure analysis
and wafer-level packaging process
development.

Nondestructive high-resolution 3D
imaging

To date, physical cross-sectioning
remains the most widely used
imaging technique in failure analysis
and development of semiconductor
packages. Cutting into samples and
using scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and optical micrographs to
capture images delivers high resolution
and contrast in side-view images and

provides the detail needed to measure
critical structures and defects. However,
the technique has its drawbacks. Chief
among them is the fact that physical
cross-sectioning is destructive, meaning
the fault dynamics within a particular
sample can be studied objectively only
once. The process may also introduce
debris or damage soft layers and create
stress relief that actually obfuscates
clues about the root cause of defects.
In other cases, defects may be missed
completely if the incorrect polishing
orientation is chosen. And from an
efficiency standpoint, the technique
proves relatively time-consuming.
For the reasons stated above,
engineers have sought to incorporate
nondestructive techniques such as
X-ray imaging wherever possible.
Two-dimensional (2D) X-ray and
conventional 3D micro computed
tomography (micro-CT) technologies
have been used in the development of
ball grid array, thermal compression
bonding, and flip-chip technologies.
They are capable of delivering sufficient
resolution and quality for imaging
large voids, rough misalignments, and
non-contact opens from top-views of
first- and second-level interconnects.
However, as more layers with smaller
feature sizes are stacked on top of
each other in multi-chip packages,
interposers, and through-silicon
vias, conventional techniques prove
inadequate [1].

Enter 3D XRM

Recently, a more powerful, threedimensional X-ray variant technique
has proven to be a successful alternative
to physical cross sections in failure
analysis (FA) labs. Known as XRM, or
X-ray microscopy, this next-generation

approach shows potential to bridge the
gaps in 3D IC production metrology
[1,2].
Micro-CT was developed to achieve
micrometer voxel (the 3D analog of a
2D pixel) resolution, but trade-offs exist
between sample size and achievable
spatial resolution. Micro-CT relies on
maximizing geometric magnification,
with resulting limitations in sourceto-object distance that prevent highresolution imaging of larger samples.
In contrast, and key to this new XRM
technology is its dual magnification
parameters. Unlike conventional 2D
X-ray and micro-CT techniques, which
rely solely on geometric magnification,
XRM employs geometric and optical
image magnification based on
scintillator-coupled optics to achieve
higher spatial resolution over a larger
working distance. Because of this
unique architecture, resulting 3D XRM
images are comparable in quality
to those obtained by SEM, even for
larger samples, thus providing a viable
nondestructive alternative to physical
cross-sectioning for FA and process
development workflows (Figure 1).

Virtual cross-sectioning

Virtual cross-sectioning is now
routinely being used by the majority of
leading semiconductor manufacturers
to augment or improve upon physical
cross-sectioning for imaging complex
multi-layered 3D IC packages. XRM
produces a 3D data set that the user can
slice into “virtual cross sections” of any
plane—X, Y or Z—running through
the volume (Figure 2). By utilizing
tomography to generate 3D virtual
models of internal structures from 2D
X-ray projections, these virtual slices
are collected in small intervals over a
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Figure 1: Comparison of micro-CT architecture a) (left) and XRM architecture b) (right). With dual stage magnification, XRM maintains high resolution across a
range of package sizes, even for larger packages.

Figure 2: Virtual 3D model of internal structure

with FOV 0.7mm3 and spatial resolution of 0.7µm/
voxel. Three colored boxes represent orthogonal
virtual cross-section planes through the volume.
The resulting volumetric data shows non-wet
defects as well as large voids in the BGA bumps.

range of angles, typically 180° or 360°.
A filtered back projection model is used
to reconstruct a virtual 3D image of the
sample.
High-resolution volumetric data
allows engineers to review an unlimited
number of virtual cross sections in
any orientation through the volumetric
dataset. This reduces the time needed to
isolate a defect and determine the cause
of package failure.
As an illustration of how the image
qualities compare, Figure 3 shows a
virtual cross section image compared to
the same location after physical crosssectioning. By comparison, features
of the main non-wet defect are clearly
visible in both images.

thermal imaging, have proven useful
in nondestructively isolating the
general vicinity of failure modes,
such as bump cracks and voids,
but they generally do not provide
sufficient information to fully
characterize the failure. Hence, the
next step following localization is
to use some form of destructive
physical analysis to attempt to
visualize the failure and, hopefully,
Figure 3: Comparison between images collected with an
determine the root cause.
optical microscope and XRM computed tomography. In
Examples of destructive
addition to the non-wet defect in the center of the image, the
techniques
include parallel dered arrow points to a ~2µm void between the Cu pad and
processing, laser/chemical desolder bump missed by physical cross-section
processing, mechanical cross
section, de-capsulation or FIB crossApplication of XRM in failure
sectioning. In each of these techniques,
analysis
the part is physically cut open to
The failure analyst’s job is getting
reveal the location of the failure. If
tougher. For failure analysis, samples
the failure is located and the cause is
are frequently considered irreplaceable;
still unknown, further testing, such as
thus, it is usually more desirable to
elemental analysis, can be performed.
preserve the sample as long as possible
However, if the failure is not located,
so that the maximum information about
the conclusion will most likely be
the failure can be obtained. While the
“no defect found” since the action of
sophistication of techniques for failure
cross-section or de-capsulation has
location isolation is increasing, it is
destroyed the sample. Following fault
getting more difficult to characterize and
localization, XRM offers a viable highdiagnose failure morphology without
resolution non-destructive alternative
resorting to destructive methods. Part of
for characterizing the failure, either
the problem is that insight into failures
instead of, or to complement physically
may be buried deep within advanced,
destructive methods.
multilayered structures such that
Figure 4 is an example of XRM used
exploring them is increasingly difficult
to image the location of an electrically
to do with traditional nondestructive
open failure. On the left is the 3D
methods. Techniques such as scanning
rendering of the failure. One benefit
acoustic microscopy, time domain
of working with a 3D dataset is that
reflectometry, 2D X-ray imaging and
it may be “segmented” by material
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density. In this example, only the copper
is revealed, making it easy to see the
morphology of the failure. On the right
is a virtual cross section taken at the
failure location from the same dataset.
In many cases, these images may be
enough to diagnose the cause of the
failure. However, in those cases where
diagnosis requires more information,
additional testing may be performed
on the chip because the sample has not
been destroyed. If destructive analysis
is still required, the XRM 3D dataset
may also be used to guide the best way
to perform that physical analysis.
Another notable example of where
XRM has proven useful in failure
analysis is for imaging failures in circuit

quality crosssection images
to be obtained
in as little as
30 minutes per
measurement.

Application
of XRM in
WLP process
development

Figure 5: Virtual cross sections of a crack in a copper trace taken by XRM on a
4in by 8in circuit board without destroying it. In spite of the board’s size, the XRM
is still able to clearly image the 2µm crack.

Wa f e r- l e v e l
packaging
connections that are just microns in
(WLP) is an advanced packaging
length. They contain thousands, not
technology in which the die
hundreds, of inter-chip connections,
interconnects are manufactured and
enhancing their bandwidth. Connections
tested on the wafer, then singulated
are now microns long and are situated
by dicing for assembly in a surface
over the entire area of the chip to
mount line. WLP effectively
enable faster data exchange and lower
extends front end wafer
operating power.
processing into a realm that was
As the resulting structures get
previously accomplished postsmaller and more “3D,” there remains
singulation. The motivation
a need to image subsurface structural
for this is to enable a higher
details: defect locations for failure
density of interconnects in
analysis and structural integrity for
smaller packages by using
process development. As described
similar processing techniques
above, for advanced 3D IC packages
to those that are used in front
it is becoming more challenging to
Figure 4: Images of a TSV failure taken by XRM on a 4mm
end processing. The goal is to
x 4mm intact package without destroying it. a) (left) XRM 3D
image important details of subsurface
increase the bandwidth or data
rendering of electrically open TSV fault. TSVs are 10µm in
structures by traditional techniques
handling capacity and speed
diameter; and b) (right) virtual cross section taken from 3D
without physically cutting the wafer.
rendered image at the failure location.
of communications between
This is where, with the latest advances
system components, for example
in XRM, high-resolution 3D data sets
boards (Figure 5). In this example, it I/O between processor and memory,
can provide a solution.
was believed that there was a crack while at the same time using less power
Similar to the circuit board example
in a copper trace where the ball grid and fitting into smaller and smaller end
presented in Figure 5, the unique XRM
array (BGA) attaches. Because of its products, such as mobile devices.
architecture enables high-resolution 3D
Here is where TSV technology
ability to maintain resolution over large
datasets to be acquired, even for large
working distances (Figure 1), XRM comes into play. In TSVs, vertical samples such as 300mm wafers. Wafers
renders it possible to image a 2µm interconnects are running through the are manually loaded onto the XRM
trace crack in a 4” by 8” circuit board dies. When TSV-enabled die are stacked rotating stage using a specially designed
without destroying it. Similar to the case on top of each other and interconnected wafer holder (Figure 7). Tomographies
presented in Figure 4, if destructive with bumps, they form 3D integrated of any location on an intact 300mm
physical analysis is still required then chips. This technology can be used for
the XRM dataset may be used as a guide stacked DRAM,
stacked NAND,
for how to best accomplish it.
or a processorThroughput of acquiring XRM
DRAM stack
data sets will depend upon physical
in mobile
properties (materials, feature sizes, and a p p l i c a t i o n s .
outer dimensions) and the necessary T S V s h a v e
image quality required to visualize a r e p l a c e d
defect. For the circuit board presented in p e r i p h e r a l
Figure 5, images that clearly reveal the wires that are
crack were obtained in as little as 1.75 m i l l i m e t e r s Figure 6: Examples of the virtual cross section image quality from Figure 5 as a
hours as shown in Figure 6. However, i n l e n g t h function of 3D dataset acquisition time. For cases where throughput is the highest
recent advances in XRM enable high- w i t h v e r t i c a l priority, lower signal to noise but adequate images may be obtained in much
shorter time frames.
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a)

wafer may be
acquired with 1µm
voxel resolution
to observe and
quantify TSV
morphology
and characterize
processing quality
on wafers prior to
chip singulation
(Figure 7b).
The user has
the flexibility to
optimize required
image quality and
data acquisition
time (Figure 8)
similar to the
circuit board
example presented
in Figure 6.

b)

Figure 7: XRM use for WLP: a) wafer sample

Summary

The latest
advances in X-ray
microscopes
bridge the gap
between highresolution,
destructive SEM imaging techniques and low-resolution, nondestructive micro-CT capabilities while improving time to
results, for which X-ray is not traditionally known. Capable
of achieving high spatial resolutions in intact packages and
circuit boards, XRM is now routinely being used by the
majority of leading semiconductor manufacturers to augment
or improve upon physical cross-sectioning for failure analysis
and advanced packaging process development. Because of
XRM’s architecture, it is possible to acquire high-resolution
3D datasets for complex multi-layered 3D IC WLP packages
prior to singulation in significantly reduced time frames.
As the reach and impact of XRM technology grows
within FA labs, studies correlating XRM with SEM and
optical images will underscore the value of nondestructive
techniques as a workhorse for advanced packaging failure
analysis and development facilities.
http://www.zeiss.com/xrm_electronics
holder mounted on the rotating stage within the
XRM; b) representative virtual cross section from
tomography taken on wafer. The XRM can image
intact 300mm and 200mm wafers with ~1µm voxel
size anywhere on wafer.
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Figure 8: Tradeoff of signal-to-noise ratio vs. image acquisition time.
Virtual cross sections from the same point on a wafer at varying
tomography acquisition times.
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